Republicans Working for Secure Elections
We want to help you protect your vote!

At the Colorado GOP, we believe that all Coloradans deserve the right to know that their legal vote counted as they cast it. Voting is a privilege, but it’s also a right for all U.S. citizens.

The Colorado GOP stands with the people as they work to guard their vote, protect their rights, and demand that their government provides a transparent, secure election – every, single time.

Our Goals
Our #1 goal is to make sure Jena Griswold is defeated in 2022. With Democrat Jena Griswold in control of the Secretary of State’s office, our recommendations on safe, secure elections and a transparent, accountable process are often ignored.

Her actions have proved she’s a partisan hack who’s weaponized her office: an office that all people of all political parties in Colorado should be able to trust. We must replace her with a Secretary of State who serves each person equally, under the law.

The Colorado GOP also believes we must:
1. Remove legal loopholes in voter ID. Everyone must prove both citizenship and residency. A utility bill or a college ID are not acceptable forms of ID.
2. Clean up the voter rolls. No dead people should still be on the rolls. Well-structured audits of Colorado’s voter registration system should be implemented to ensure voter eligibility and data accuracy.
3. Ensure we have secure, transparent, accountable, and verifiable elections.
4. Keep election decisions local – instead of centralizing control with the state or the federal government.

Interested in Protecting Elections? Volunteer Here!
We focus on pro-active solutions and what we CAN accomplish together, today, even while the Democrats say no to the reforms we need. We need your help testifying during rulemaking and legislative hearings.

We need you to have your eyes in the room when Colorado votes are counted. Please fill out the form for our Statewide Election Integrity Committee here. You can sign up to be a poll
watcher or election judge or join our attorney and paralegal network. We have comprehensive training to offer you as well as connections in your own county.

We need you to vote, or we won’t win. So, cast your own vote and help ensure that your vote – and every other Coloradan’s vote – is protected by signing up for our Election Integrity team TODAY.

Follow the RNC’s effort to secure our elections at Protect the Vote!

(https://protectthevote.com)